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Abstract

Optimization problems in the real world are very difficult to be solved by conventional optimization techniques.

Evolutionary algorithms can be used to reach the global minimal in the problem domain by the characteristics of adapting

to environment and evolving from generation to generation.  The widely known evolutionary algorithm, genetic

algorithm provides the most considerable solving mechanism of evolutionary algorithms as applied in the area of industrial

engineering.  Unfortunately, not all problems in real world can be reformulated into genetic algorithm easily based on the

forms of genes.

A prototype of evolutionary algorithm for graph-formed problem is proposed in this paper, which is so-called graph

evolution.  The graph evolution theory not only can cover all features of the traditional genetic algorithm, but also can

extend the solvable problem domain to graphs.  Up to now, this paper tries to apply the prototype of graph evolution to

some graph-related systems.  Evaluation is made for proving the advantage of using graph evolution instead of traditional

problem-solving mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

Many optimization problems from the real world are

very difficult to be solved by conventional optimization

techniques.[Sin96][Hit96]  The characteristics of adapting

to environment and evolving from generation to generation,

evolutionary algorithms can be used to reach the global

minimal in the problem domain.[B c96]  Recently,

genetic algorithms provide the most considerable solving

mechanism of evolutionary algorithms as applied in the

area of industrial engineering.[GeC97]  Unfortunately, not

all of problems in the real world can be formulated and

translated into genetic algorithm easily.  This kind of

problem translation is made with the fundamental feature

of genetic algorithm.

This paper presents a prototype of evolutionary

algorithm for graph-formed problem, which is so-called

graph evolution.  The graph evolution not only can cover

all features of the conventional genetic algorithm, but also

can extend the solvable problem domain to graphs.

Consistent formulation between graph evolution and

genetic algorithm is analyzed and designed in this paper for

keeping the graph evolution can fit all solvable problems of

genetic algorithm.  Since the objective of the proposed

evolutionary algorithm is graph-formed problems, the

characteristics of graphs and the corresponding genetic

operations in evolutionary algorithms are also necessarily

defined and investigated in advance.

Section 2 describes fundamental pre-knowledge about

the concept of graph theory, which is useful for

transforming the operations in graph to genetic operations.

Besides graph theory, the widely-known type of

evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithm, is also be

illustrated in Section 2 for the consistency analyzed and

designed in Section 3 and Section 4. Detailed analysis of

genetic phase in genetic algorithm is demonstrated in

Section 3.  And Section 4 designs these preliminary



corresponding graph genetic operations, including mutation

and recombine, are analyzed for graphs in the graph

evolution of evolutionary algorithms.  Experiment system

uses the graph evolution to improve performance is

implemented to verify the purpose of this paper in Section

5.  And Section 5 also shows the results of evaluation are

quite acceptable not only at the reduced error rate, but also

for the reduced processing time.  Section 6 makes a

simple summary for this paper and discusses what can be

done in the future.

2. Problem Formulation of Graph Evolution

Evolutionary algorithm is a stochastic optimization

technique derived from simulating the natural evolutionary

process of human beings.  Such algorithms can often

outperform conventional optimization methods when

applied to difficult real-world problems.

[B S96][Sch94][Mic96]  There are currently three main

avenues of this research: genetic algorithms (GAs),

evolutionary programming (EP) and evolution strategies

(ESs).  Among them, genetic algorithms are perhaps the

most widely known types of evolutionary algorithms today.

[GeC97]

Genetic algorithms, different from conventional search

techniques, start with initial set of random solutions, called

population.  Each individual in the population is called a

chromosome, representing a solution to the problem at

hand.  A chromosome is a string of symbols; it is usually,

but not necessarily, binary bit string.  The chromosomes

evolve through successive iterations, called generations.

During each generation, the chromosomes are evaluated,

using some measurement of fitness. [FoG96]

After all the individuals (the parents) of the generation

are evaluated by the fitness function, it is able to produce a

new generation formed by the new individuals (the

offspring).  To create the next generation, new

chromosomes, called offspring, are formed by either

(a)merging using a crossover operator

(b)modifying using a mutation operator.

Those individuals in the population of next generation are

composed by

(a)selecting based on the fitness value

(b)rejecting to keep the population size constant.

Those fitter chromosomes with high fitness values have

higher probabilities of being selected.  After several

operations these chromosomes can represent the optimum

or suboptimal solution to the problem.  In fact, there are

only two kinds of operations in genetic algorithms:

1.  genetic operations: crossover and mutation,

2.  evolution operation: selection.

The genetic operations mimic the process of heredity of

genes to create new offspring at each generation.

Although the evolution operation mimics the process of

Darwinian evolution to create populations from generation

to generation, the description for selection of evolution

operation given by Holland is to obtain parents for

recombination. [Hol75]

Crossover is the main genetic operator.  It operates on

two chromosomes at a time and generates offspring by

combining both chromosomes’ features.  A simple way to

achieve crossover would be to choose a random cut-point

and generate the offspring by combining the segment of

one parent to the left and the cut-point with the segment of

the other parent to the right of the cut-point.

It has been proven that genetic algorithms are able to

solve some difficult real-world problems, especially

optimization problems.  Since many problems can be

expressed as graph forms and will be solved more simply,

the well-known type of evolutionary algorithm, genetic

algorithm, possibly acts as the mechanism of problem

solving.  Unfortunately, the genetic operations described

above in string-formed genetic algorithm are not suitable to

the problems with graph form.  Graph evolution in the

evolutionary algorithms presented by this paper is a

solution to these graph form problems.  Hence, the genetic

operations and evolution operation have to be analyzed and

well designed in the rest of this paper.

The isomorphic graphs play an important role in

developing the graph reformation of a problem.  Two

graphs are probably isomorphic indicates they both are



solutions with different meanings of the same problem.

Which one is better should then be taken into consideration.

Besides the isomorphic issue, the mechanism that making

two graph-formed chromosomes to do several genetic

operations is also necessary to analyze and well design.

In the rest of this paper, the genetic operations for graphs

are first analyzed.  Preliminary designing of graph

evolution operators is then made based on the analysis of

graph evolution operations.

3. Analysis of Evolution Operations

Definitions of graph evolution are analyzed in this

section.  First the structure of individual in graph

evolution is given with the graph is defined as ( )εν ,G ,

where V⊆ν  is the vertex space, VV×⊆ε  is the edge

space and ννε ×⊆ .  Definitions of graph evolution are

analyzed here also.  The structure of individual 
→

a  in

graph evolution can be described as:
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where ν=1
~x   is the vertex set and ε=2

~x  is the edge set.

Depending on the definition of individual in graph

evolution, here is an example as Figure 1 to demonstrate

how a graph chromosome be.  A simple graph with six

vertices and seven connections (or edges) is shown in

Figure 1, and the corresponding graph chromosome with

the same form of modified definitions of gene in the

evolutionary algorithm of this paper is formulated as

( )111 ,ενG , where { }FEDCBA ,,,,,1 =ν  and

{ }7,6,5,4,3,2,11 eeeeeee=ε , then the individual 
→

a  can be

expressed as:
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As the evolution strategy parameter 
→

s  is ignored, we

have

( )ε,va =
→

. (3)
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Figure 1. A graph chromosome

Similarly to the traditional genetic algorithm, there are

also two kinds of operations: unary operation and binary

operation, applied on the graph chromosome of graph

evolution.  We talk about the unary one at first.  As the

mutation operation, which is one of unary operation in the

conventional genetic algorithm, two kinds of operations

can be made: insertion and deletion of list chromosome.

There is a little difference between list chromosome and

graph chromosome.  Generally speaking, a graph can be

differentiated or pruned by adding or deleting vertices or

connections (edges) in graph theory.  The meanings of

mutating a graph are more complex than those applied in a

list chromosome, because both variants of vertices and

edges should be taken into consideration.

Supposed that a connected graph is kept during the

process of mutation, Table 1 lists the possibilities between

variants of vertices or edges and sorts of mutation

operations.  Let ( )εν ,G  be the original graph as Figure 1

and ( )εν ′′′ ,G  be the graph after the mutation process.

Table 1.  Possible combinations of mutations in graph chromosome

Simple operations εε ′⊂ εε ′= εε ′⊃
νν ′⊂ Node differentiation X X

νν ′= Edge differentiation Duplication Edge pruning

νν ′⊃ X X Node pruning

As we can see in the above Table 1, different operations

gives different rules, which can be used to determine what

kind of a new graph should be made through the mutation

process.

Differentiation:

Node differentiation: If εε ′⊂  and νν ′⊂ (4)



Edge differentiation: If εε ′⊂  and νν ′= (5)

Pruning: If εε ′⊃  and νν ′⊇ (6)

Reproduction: If εε ′=  and νν ′= (7)

Impossible conditions:

If εε ′⊆  and νν ′⊃ (8)

If εε ′⊇  and νν ′⊂ (9)

The reasons of these rules as above Eq.(4) to Eq.(9)

come from on the properties in the graph theory.   

Besides the unary operation, there is also binary operation

in the graph evolution algorithm.  Recombine is one

binary operation in graph evolution, just like it in genetic

algorithm.  Two graph chromosomes will be taken as

parameters for the sexual crossover purpose.  But

recombine operation in graph evolution is far difficult than

mutation.

The operation of recombining two graphs in graph

evolution has to be described in advance.  The first step of

recombining two graphs is partition, which means to divide

a graph into two sub-graphs with some specific

methodology.  Each graph will possess two parts after

partition.  One of sub-graph in both original graphs is then

picked up for the recombining process.  There are several

methodologies to divide one graph into more than one parts,

such as cut-set and cut-vertex.  And we also find out that

two homeomorphic graphs can be recombined easily when

their two sub-graphs is cut on the specific cut-vertex.

4. Preliminary Designing of Graph Evolution Operators

According to the analysis of genetic operations in graph

evolution, two preliminary operations such as mutation and

recombine are designed in this section.  With those rules

analyzed above, mutation operator, σ , in graph evolution

can simply take a graph G  as its parameter.  Then a new

graph G′  is generated as:

( )( ) ( )ενενσ ′′′= ,, GG . (10)

Recombine operator not only takes one graph but two

graphs as its parameters.  Hence, the recombine operator

is more complex than the mutation one.  Firstly, two sub-

graphs would be divided from each parent graphs by the

recombine operator.  And then two sub-graphs come from

different sets is recombined to form the new generation of

chromosomes, it is so-called descendent chromosomes.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate two parent chromosomes are

cut as two sub-graphs by the gray vertex C .  And then

those descendents can be re-merged depend on the gray

vertex C .  However, not all graphs can be merged so

easily.
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Figure 2. Decomposed sub-graphs of 1G
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Figure 3. Decomposed sub-graphs of 2G

As description of the above successful example, the

descendant graphs can be combined from its parents 1G

and 2G .   Let 
iCv  be the number of vertices in the

connected vertex set 
iCv , the premise that two

decomposed graphs can be merged is that 
21 CC vv = , as

the following states.

Lemma 1.

if 
ji CC vv ≠ , then it is difficult or even impossible to



generate a descendant graph from parent graph. 
�

Hence, the solving for recombining two graphs has to

avoid the condition of 
ji CC vv ≠  obviously.  When the

methodology of partition graph is replaced by cut-vertex, it

should be solved quite easily.

Even the advantage of cut-vertex in graph theory are

discovered and help to solve the partition step, we are still

not able to randomly select two graphs to proceed the

recombine operation.  This is because the condition that

one of the selected graphs contains none of the cut-vertex

could happen.  Hence, some more sufficient condition

such as homeomorphism for doing the recombine operation

should be met.

Lemma 2.

Two graphs should be at least homeomorphic to process

recombine operation. 
�

Finally, the recombine operator can be precisely

designed after the analysis of these important properties for

successful operation.  Recombine operator π takes two

parent graph chromosomes, says 2

.hom

1 ~ GG
eo

, as its

parameters:

( ) ( ) ( )( )222111333 ,,,, ενενπεν GGG = . (11)

5. Implementation and Evaluation

Our experiment system focuses on applying the theory of

graph evolution to the Self-Organizing Map in neural

network.  MATLAB is chosen to be the development

environment.  Besides the toolboxes of mathematical

manipulation, MATLAB also provides several toolboxes

about some application domains, such like neural network,

fuzzy theory, digital signal processing and so on.  And the

MATLAB toolbox of neural network is the fundamental of

our experiment system, called Evolutionary SOM.

The whole processing module design of the ESOM is

shown as Figure 4, where three phases can be recognized.

The only difference between Kohonen’s SOM and ESOM

is the graph evolution phase.  Two corresponding modules,

including evolution module and genetic module, of the

genetic algorithm are involved in the graph evolution phase.

Evolution module does the selection operation in the graph

evolution, whereas the genetic module processes those

evolution operations on the graphs.
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Figure 4. Evolutionary SOM

Experiment systems in this paper use the data on

educational transitions for a sample of 500 Irish

schoolchildren aged 11 in 1967.  The data were collected

by Greaney and Kelleghan (1984) and placed on the Web

site http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/irish.ed.  After some

erroneous records are eliminated, there are 380 records

leaving as training patterns and 93 as test patterns.  Table

2 describes the meanings of fields in this datasets.

Table 2.  Irish educational transition database

Name of Field Content of Field
Sex Male

female
DVRT Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test Score
Educational level
attained

1. Primary terminal leaver
2. Junior cycle incomplete: vocational school
3. Junior cycle incomplete: secondary school
4. Junior cycle terminal leaver: vocational school
5. Junior cycle terminal leaver: secondary school
6. Senior cycle incomplete: vocational school
7. Senior cycle incomplete: secondary school
8. Senior cycle terminal leaver: vocational

school
9. Senior cycle terminal leaver: secondary school
10. 3rd level incomplete3rd level complete

Leaving Certificate 1.if Leaving Certificate not taken
2.if taken

father's occupation Prestige score for father's occupation calculated
by Raftery and Hout, 1985, 0 if missing.

School Type 1. Secondary
2. Vocational
9. Primary terminal leaver



In this data sets, classification is made by using four

fields, includes sex, DVRT, education level and father’s

occupation.  Based on the classification problem, different

kinds of contrast systems are also implemented for the

evaluation of graph evolution.

Two evaluation issues are used to verify the advantage of

using graph evolution theory in the contrast systems,

include training time and classification error.  From the

view of classification error, Tables 3 shows out both

classification error value of Kohonen’s Linear SOM and

Evolutionary SOM.  The whole neural network begins

from only one neuron growing up in ESOM, and is

differentiated when the network is stable.  Lower

classification error will produce can be found in Table 3.

Graphical representations are also made as Figure 5 shown.

Table 3. Linear SOM vs. ESOM
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Figure 5. Comparison of learning curve with training epoch = 500

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new evolutionary algorithm for

graph evolution, and makes a basic research on the graph

evolution by using the biological evolution as a reference

for the concept of evolution.  Fundamental analysis of

genetic phases of evolution is made.  And graph evolution

operations such as mutation, recombine and selection are

illustrated.  Besides the analysis and design of the graph

evolution algorithm, Evolutionary Self-Organizing Map is

also implemented for evaluating the performance of using

graph evolution instead of the original systems.  Not only

the curves of learning rates and output errors are better, but

also the timing of solving problem is acceptable.

Although the analysis of evolution phases have been

made, detailed analysis of genetic operations, especially

pruning operators of mutation, is still necessary.  Besides

the genetic phrase of graph evolution is analyzed and well

designed, the evolution phrase is also needed to complete

the whole graph evolution algorithm.  More actual data

should be taken and some useful systems should be

implemented for the platform of real evaluating and testing

the performance of graph evolution.  Variant systems can

be also established to verify the adaptation of graph

evolution algorithm.  Such systems should involve string-

form problems in traditional genetic algorithm.
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